Wine climate cabinets

Cooling 200 series
Wine climate cabinets

The wine climate cabinets are the perfect environment to store and present a wine collection. Fully integrated into the kitchen, the frame of the glass front can be made of the kitchen furniture material, to blend perfectly with its environment.

Within this inviting cabinet are two separate, electronically regulated, climate zones: the collector is able to choose between 5 °C and 20 °C for each zone. Precise control is facilitated by a digital display and responsive touch keys.

The interior is illuminated by two lighting strips, delivering a warm white LED glow while the dimmable presentation light serves to highlight your preferred bottles.
Wine climate cabinets

Fitting perfectly within the standard 178 cm niche, the new RW 282 offers an impressive space, able to accommodate a collection of 80 bottles.

Within each cabinet, solid untreated beech wood and aluminium bottle trays as well as an activated carbon filter keep the environment free from contaminating odours. Humidity is strictly regulated, the wine is shielded from vibrations and both cabinets achieve an A class energy efficiency rating.

Type reference
RW 282/ RW 222

Niche dimensions
178 cm/ 123 cm height

Finishes
Kitchen furniture front

Capacity
80 bottles/ 48 bottles
The difference is Gaggenau.
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